WALKING NOTES

STAGE 5: RUA TO SANTIAGO 20KM
About Santiago
Santiago de Compostela or Saint James of Compostella in English
is the capital of the autonomous community of Galicia, in northwestern Spain. The city has its origin in the shrine of Saint James
the Great, now the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela, as the
destination of the Way of St. James, a leading Catholic pilgrimage
route since the 9th century. In 1985, the city's Old Town was
designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Santiago is the site of the University of Santiago de Compostela,
established in the early 16th century. The main campus can be
seen best from an alcove in the large municipal park in the centre
of the city, with different departments spread around the city.
Within the old town part of the city, there are many narrow
winding streets full of historic buildings. The new town is all
around it and has less character.
Santiago de Compostela has a substantial nightlife. Both in the
new town and the old town a mix of middle-aged residents and
younger students maintain a lively presence until the early hours of
the morning. Radiating from the centre of the city, the historic
cathedral is surrounded by paved granite streets, tucked away in
the old town, and separated from the newer part of the city by the
largest of many parks throughout the city, Parque da Alameda.A
beautiful city to ramble around at any time and look at the many
little gift shops as well as craft shops.
If you prefer to sit in one of the many café/bars, you will see
people from all around the world, many after walking into the city
from different parts of Europe.

Walking Notes
Today is not only the last week of our virtual Camino section, but
it is also the last week of the whole Camino as we reach the final
destination: The Santiago de Compostela Cathedral!
The first few kilometres after Rua are mainly spent through woods
and farmland, on forest tracks and quiet country roads. Then you
go around the perimeter of the airport and pass through the
hamlets of San Paio and Lavacolla, before reaching Monte de
Gozo, or the “Mount of Joy”. Soon after that, you will enter the
city of Santiago de Compostela with only a few kilometres left to
reach the Cathedral.
On leaving Rua, follow the country road to cross over the national
road and continue straight ahead through the forest, eventually
reaching and passing a sports centre on your right.
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CONTINUED
Turn right at the T junction, pass the café and turn
left on the forest track. You will pass through San
Anton to continue on a dirt track to the right,
through meadows and woodlands. You will meet
up with a country road where you turn right to
reach Amenal.
Go through the underpass and from here, to the
right of the bar, you start a steep climb up on a
forest track with a lot of shade.
At Cimadevila, it goes mainly uphill via a gravel
track until you reach the top and the perimeter
fence of the airport.
This is the very last kilometre marker you will see
from now on.
Turn right and once you meet up with the
motorway, turn left towards the shady pilgrim path
that runs between the airport and the motorway.
At its end, cross the road and turn left then
immediately right onto the country road to enter
San Paio with a bar and church.
When leaving the hamlet, get onto the steep (but
short) uphill road and at the top turn right onto the
forest track which leads to Lavacolla.
Continue on the road through the village, turning
uphill to the left to pass the church (turn down to
the right, down the steps, to get to the bars).
Further on, cross the main road to continue
downhill towards a stream. From here, follow the
steep uphill country road to the right, passing
through the hamlet of Vilamaior (bar/albergue).

ontinue along the road, passing the Television
Galicia studios on your right. At the T-junction,
turn left to pass a campsite on your left and the
RTVE Radio/ TV studios on your right. Turn right
and uphill, then downhill to the village of San
Marcos. At the T-junction, turn right and then left
towards the Monte de Gozo.

here is someone playing a musical
instrument as a welcome to the main
square, facing the impressive Western
facade of the cathedral of Santiago de
Compostela.

This is where pilgrims in middle ages, after weeks
or months of walking, used to see Santiago for the
first time. The little chapel here will stamp your
passport, for the last time while you are actually
still walking.
Continue straight on downhill. At the bottom, turn
left down the steps to cross over the railway and
motorway and enter the outskirts of the city of
Santiago de Compostela. From now on, signposts
and brass shells in the pavement show you the
way.
Continue straight ahead, until you cross Rua de
Berlin (busy junction) to then cross the main
Avenida de Lugo to the right. Once on the other
side of Avenida the Lugo, turn right at the
pedestrian lights, then immediately to the left,
following the uphill street. This is Rua dos
Concheiros which then turns into Rua de San
Pedro. You enter the historical and pedestrian
center via Porta do Camino. Continue straight over
at the pedestrian lights and at the fountain in the
Plaza de Cervantes, veer right. Keep going straight
ahead and you will reach the northern façade of
the Cathedral.
Walk down the steps through the arch, usually

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE
CAMINO DE QUARANTINE IN AID OF FOCUS IRELAND.

